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Campaign Underway To Raise $5 Million
Three Year Drive Initiated
A three year, $5 million fund Fr. Baker (see accompanying Connolly P.E. Center werebuilt
raising campaign by the Univer- figures). "The major sources of "at a sacrifice to our actual
sity will begin this fall, in hopes these funds are the contribution and potential financial stabilof rebuilding S.U.s shaky finan- of the Jesuit Fathers, sponsored ity."
research, gifts and grants, and
cial foundations.
University President, the Very miscellaneous other sources.
FR. BAKER observed that a
Reverend Kenneth Baker, S.J., The largest amount must come political solution to the financial
in announcing the campaign from gifts and grants of almost problem may lie with proposed
earlier this month, said the $400 per student from outside state legislationallocating funds
to private universities. The
funds would be used to "erase donors and benefactors."
Washington Friends of Higher
our current debts and build a
modest endowment."
DECLINING enrollment con- Education,an organizationmade
tinues to be S.U.s major prob- up of the ten private colleges
THE REVEREND John A. lem, according to Fr. Baker, al- in the state, plans to submit a
Fitterer, S. J., chancellor and though estimates indicate that proposal to the upcoming sesformer president, will head the this fall's enrollment should be sion of the state legislature recdrive, with the help of the Board about the same as last year's. ommending financial assistance
"If we could increase our stu- for the state's private colleges
of Regents, alumni, and friends
IN QUEST OF A FUTURE: Key figures in their school's fight
dent body by 1,000 students this and/or their students.
of the University.
In a summer letter to stu- for economic survival are the Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J.,
Fr. Baker placed the Univer- would go a long way towards dents,
Fr. Baker assured them University chancellor, left, and
sity's financial deficit for the solving our most pressing finanthe Very Rev. Kenneth W.
"we
that
have explored and will Baker, S.J., President
right
needs
now,"
cial
said
Fr.
year
ending
June 30 at
fiscal
of
S.U.
In
a two-pronged search for
continue to explore every pos$700,000, adding that die money Baker.
financial
solvency,
spearheading a $5 million
Fr.
Fitterer
is
help
sible
source of revenue to
had to be borrowed. He proThe president noted that the meet our financial requirements, fund drive to "erase current debts and build an endowment"
jected a deficit of $1,000,000 for A. A.
Lemieux Library and the whichhave never been greater." while Fr. Baker recently returned from consultation in Rome
1970-71, due to rising costs.
"Deficits not covered by inwith top officials of the Society of Jesus and the Vatican
Budgeted expenditures per student compared to the regarding the University's future.
come from students must be
raised by other means," said tuition cost to the student for 1970-71 and 1971-72 are esti-
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mated as follows:
1970-71
Educational and operating expenditures ....$l,BOO
Capital expenditures
200

Tuition Hiked for '71-'72

1971-72
$1,900
Effective with the academic
S.U.s tuition will
200 year 1971-72,
be raised by $225 a year to a
total of $1530, or $510 per quart$2,100 er, includingfees.

Total Expenditures

$2,000

Tuition and fees

$1,305

$1,530

Operational deficit

$ 495

$ 370

$ 695

$ 570

Total deficit

have reacted by raising tuition
and fees."

He added that "Traditionally,
the tuition at S.U. has been low
by comparison with other area
The announcement was made private schools."
by The Very Reverend Kenneth
Tuition this year will remain
Baker, S.J., University presi- at $385 per quarter, plus $50 in
fees, for a total of $1305 per
dent, earlier this month.
year. Tuition figures have risen
FR. BAKER POINTED out from $115 in 1957, to $215 in
that "Seattle University's ex- 1964, and to $350 in 1968 in the
perience is not unique. Almost past. Despite this, Fr. Baker
noted that "our main problem
all private colleges and univer- is that we
have lagged too far
sities are faced with similar behind other schools in tuition
financial problems and generally increases."
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$90,000 Grant Aids
Disadvantaged Students

Pass/Foil Option Begins

A two-year trial period for
the pass /no-pass option in
With the help of an earnestly sought after $90,000 grant elective courses begins this
from the United States Office of Education, S.U. will this quarter, according to the offall implement its new program of Special Services for Dis- fice of the registrar, Miss
Mary Alice Lee.
advantaged Students.
Students, both returning
Approximately 250 finanand new, should take careful
cially, academically, and culnote of the following guideturally deprived S.U. stulines
that have been estabdents will benefit from the
lished
for the operation of
program, which the Univerthe new system.
sity has agreed to supplement with $45,000 of its own
THE STUDENT must declare
funds and/or services.
his desire for the pass/no-pass
option during registration by
Charles H. Mitchell, who
checking the approximate box
first
last fall became S.U.s
on
the class card. Changing to
director of minority affairs,
or from the pass/no-pass option
will direct the project.
may be done only during the

THE GRANT came as a result of a carefully prepared proposal to the Office of Education
last spring. The proposal was
formulated by faculty and black
student representatives, the Urban Affairs Committee, and the
Institute of Urban Affairs, with
the cooperation and endorsement of the SeattleModel Cities
Program.

Disadvantaged students are

defined in the proposal as those
who meet the requirements of

the Educational Opportunity
Grant program, who are admitted to the University provisionally or who fall below a 2.0
gpa during their period of enrollment, and "a substantial
number of students whose cultural heritage has been traditionally ignored in the University."

THE UNIVERSITY hadagreed
to "maintain a flexible position
in terms of admission standards
in serving these students, and
will maintain a flexible position
in regards to minimum grade
point averages necessary for
their continued enrollment."
Direct financial aid to needy
students is not included, although it is hoped that the program will generate increases in
existing federal assistance
grants.

The curricular segment of the
program will include a sequence
of English courses designed to
"improve the students' ability
to communicate, but not
to
force imagination into a 'counterculture!' mold."

...

TRAINING OF tutors to be
drawn from the disadvantaged
ranks and a concerted effort to
bring disadvantagedstudents into the school of engineering will
also be undertaken.

five-day drop/add period following registration, with no exceptions.
The option may be exercised
for only one class in any quarter, except for P.E. activity
courses and music practice
courses, which are all pass/nopass.
CHARLES MITCHELL
The option does not apply to
The noncurricular segment courses required by the Univerwill include increased counsel- sity or a departmental degree
ing services, development of a program. Pass/no-pass may apcultural center, and training in ply to a maximum of two
the areas of job development courses in the major or departand career guidance.
mental requirements outside the
Minority groups, who will core curriculum. Departments
benefit the most from the pro- may indicate courses whichmay
gram, make up approximately not be taken on a pass/no-pass
12 per cent of the student body. basis, provided they offer at
This is believed to be the larg- least two courses that can be
est percentage of racial minor- taken as pass/no-pass.
ities of any four-year institution
DURING THE TRIAL period,
in Washington state.
class lists will not indicate
MITCHELL will head a full- whether a student is registered
time staff, including an assis- as pass/no-pass. If a passing
tant director, chief counselor, grade is received, it will appear
resident and day counselors, job in the student's permanent reccoordinator, community re- ord as "CR" (credit). A failing
source coordinator, and secre- grade will appear as "NC" (no
taries. Other administrative
costs will cover faculty members in the English and engineering sequences, student tutors, student curriculum planners, and faculty and student
tutor training.
Assisting Mitchell in the program's planning and operation
S.U.s School of Education is
will be a 13-member advisory the recipient of $117,253 worth
board of directors, composed of of federal grants for job counfour faculty members, five stu- selor training and career oppordents, and four persons from tunities.
the general community.
A one-year grant of $58,100
"This grant will enable us to will be used to begin the Unibetter serve that segment of our versity's Counselor Training
student population primarily Program for Employment Serfrom the Seattle Model Neigh- vice Personnel. Funded by the
borhood and will help assure U.S. Department of Labor, the
their collegiate success," said
the Very Reverend Kenneth grant will be administered by
Baker, S.J., University presi- the Washington State Departdent.
ment of Labor.

credit). These courses will not dollar removal fee and receipt
be computedin credits attempt- of the grade from the instructor,
ed and therefore will be exclud- the registrar will adjust the
ed from grade point computa- permanent record and re-comtions. However, courses in which pute the gpa to include the new
a "CR" grade is given will be letter grade.
counted as completed credits.
Students who fail to remove
Once a student has opted for the "I" grade within the six
pass/no-pass, he may not elect week period lose their option to
to take instead the letter grade do so. The "I" grade will rehe would have otherwise re- main on the record permanently
ceived. For instance, even with no penalty. Previously, the
though a student may receive grade was changed to an "E",
an "A" letter grade for a course, or failing grade.
if he registered for the course
The "EW", or failing withas pass/no-pass, he must take drawal grade, has been abolisha "CR" grade on his permanent ed. Students who cease attending a class before or after ofrecord.
The maximum number of ficial withdrawal will be assignpass/no-pass courses accepted ed a grade of "I" or "E".
towards a bachelor degree will
STUDENTS WITH MORE than
be eight, regardless of credit
hours per course (this does not one "I" per quarter and/or a
apply to the PE and music consistent pattern of "I"s in
several consecutive quarters will
courses already mentioned).
be considered on probation.
TRANSFER students with up
to 44 credit hours will be allowed
seven pass/no-pass courses;
those with up to 89 hours, six;
up to 134 hours, four; and 135

hours and above, none.
Students who elect a pass/nopass option will be eligible for
the quarterly honor roll only if
12 or more hours of graded
courses are taken.

Another significant change in
the grading system deals with
incompletes and failing withdrawals.
Students who request and are
assigned a grade of 'I", or incomplete, may remove the "I"
and replace it with a letter
grade provided class work is
completed and received by the
instructor six weeks after the
beginning of the next regular
quarter, regardless of whether
or not the student is enrolled.
UPON PAYMENT of the five

A Phi's Offer
Book Bargain

The quarterly A Phi O book-

sale begins today at 10 a.m.
with a large stock of used text
and reference books.

The booksale, in the basement
of the Bellarmine Apartments,
will continue through Friday,
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day,
as well as Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday of next week at
the same times.
Books can be turned in to be
sold any time during the sale,
according to A Phi O President
Mike Lyons, but money and/
or unsold books will be returned
next week only. Students who
turned in books to be sold spring
quarter should check to see
whether they have money coming.

School of Education Granted
$117,000 in Federal Funds
THE SECOND grant of $50,458
from HEW and the Seattle
Model Cities program will establish the Seattle Career Opportunities Program-Education. It
will be administered by the
University's Career Development Center. SCOPE also received an additional $8,695 for
the writing of performance criteria of teacher aides.
The Counselor Training Program of Employment Service
Personnel "is intended to anticipate and prepare personnel
for changing needs in manpower policies," according to
Charles Yackulic, associate pro-

fessor of education and the new

program's director.
It is aimed for counselors, interviewers and others to train
them to administer family assistance programs.

ucation, sociology, psychology,
English, political science and
business.
S.U. received the grant due to
previous involvement in the
area and Yackulic's experience
in counselor training. He has
directed the University's master's degree program in vocational counseling for the Washington State Employment Security Department for four
years.
Dr Margery Krieger, associate professor of education, will
serve as director of the new
Careers Development Center
which will administer the
SCOPE program.

SCOPE IS designed for teacher aides, who are participants
with low income backgrounds
and who wish to develop careers in education and related

THE PROGRAM will get un- fields. SCOPE is specifically inder way with a six week session tended to prepare teachers and
beginning October 18 followed other education specialists for
by an eight week session start- work in inner city schools and
ing March 1 which will involve for work with educationally disinterdisciplinary training in ed- advantaged children.
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WELCOME FRESHMEN!
BROADWAY CENTRAL FLORISTS
We please people through a delightful
atmosphere provided by the most
complete floral service in town
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New Roles and Faces Join Staff
board. In his new position he
will contribute to increased student services.
Taking over the position of
vice president for students is
Fr. Timothy Cronin, S.J., chairman of the student publications
board and vice president for student services since 1965.
During 1969, Fr. Cronin substituted as athletic director for
Eddie O'Brien, who was on
leave as coach for the now defunct Seattle Pilots. He first
came to S.U. in 1964 as assistant to the president, then the
Very Reverend Albert A. Lemieux, S.J.

FR. EDMUND MORTON, S.J.
New faces will appear and
some old familiar faces will
show up in different roles as a

result of administrative position
changes over the summer.
The most significantmove was
the resignation of Fr. Edmund
Morton, S.J., from the office of
academic vice president. Fr.
Morton was appointed to the
newly created pest of provincial
assistant for education of the
Oregon Providence of the Society of Jesus.

FR. LOUIS B. Gaffney, S.J.,
formerly dean of the graduate
school, will succeed Fr. Morton.
"It was with real regret that
Isent my resignation to Fr. Baker," said Fr. Morton. "I have
thoroughly enjoyed my nine
years at Seattle University."
He has been academic vice president since 1960 and was president of Gonzaga University
from 1957 to 1961.
Fr. Morton's resignation was
accepted "with much regret because of his invaluable service
to the University," said the
Very Reverend Kenneth Baker,
S.J., University president.

ANTHONY B. OGILVIE, Jr.,
will become assistant director
of the office of Minority Student
Affairs. The appointment was
REBHAHN,
FR. JAMES COWGILL, S.J.
FR. ROBERT
S.J. made by Charles Mitchell, diANTHONY OGILVIE, JR.
rector
of
the
office.
counseling
newly
Jesuit,
testing.
post-graduate
of
A
ordained
Fr.
work at S.U. and
and
As the University's chief aca- Edward Favilla, S.J., will take
The young Ogilvie (he is 25), taught social studies at Seattle's
demic officer, Fr. Gaffney will on two positions at S.U. this fall. a Fillipino American, has done Blanchet High School two years.
Favilla, a 1959 S.U. graducoordinate and review the cur- Fr.
riculum,recommend to the pres- ate, will act as both assistant
ident the hiring of new faculty director of admissions and as
members, faculty promotions assistant to the vice president
and sabbatical leaves, and is for university relations, the
chairman of the academic coun- Very Reverend Joseph Perri,
S.J.
cil.
REPLACING Fr. Gaffney as

REBHAHN,

Two sizeable grants received fuel is "more ideallyadaptable"
dean of the graduate school is S.J., steps into the role of diFr. James J. Cowgill, S.J., who rector of resident student ser- over the summer will help to for student use than was the oldhas served as associate dean vices. He has served as vice bolster student programs in the er fuel and "much safer from
president of students since 1965, physics and engineeringdepart- a nuclear safety point of view."
since lastyear.
The school of engineering reFr. Cowgill, formerly chair- as well as dean of men and of ments in the coming year.
students.
$125,000
from
a $5,700 grant from the
grant
A
the
U.S.
ceived
physics
department,
man of the
will retain his position as the
An S.U. administrator since Atomic Energy Commission will National Science Foundation.
University's directorof research 1953, Fr. Rebhahn is also fac- be used by the physics depart- Matching funds will be used to
and institutional development. ulty athletic moderator and a ment for a new uranium fuel for acquire a calculator/computer,
He has been at S.U. since 1953. member of the athletic control its nuclear reator. Another five two calculator plotters, and two
curie plutonium berylium neu- marked card readers.

-

tron source and special materDr. David Schroeder, engiials for reactor core construc- neering dean, said the new caltion has also been acquired.
culator/computer, along with
not be received within a few
the one already at the Univerweeks after the enrollment cerDR. JERRY RIEHL, nuclear sity, would see heavy student
tificate has been returned to the facility director and assistant use, by students in physics,
V.A., the veteran should notify professor of physics, said "the chemistry, and mathematics as
the Seattle office at MA 4-7200. new core will increase the Uni- well as engineering.
The V.A. should also be noti- versity's nuclear capabilities
fied of any change of college or and greatly enchance the phy"THE MACHINES
have
course of study, change of ad- sics department's program in allowed class assignments of a
dress, change in dependency undergraduate nuclear educa- scope which would have been
status due to marriage, divorce, tion and faculty research pro- impossible had the equipment
births, or deaths, or reduction gram."
not been available," said Dr.
of class load.
Dr. Riehl added that the new Sschroeder.

Advised on V.A. Checks

The Veterans Administration
has offered several suggestions
to veterans who hope to receive
monthly G.I. checks this quart-

er.
The V.A. advises that veterans turn in their certificates
of eligibility upon registration,
or as soon after as possible. Be"WE ARE CONFIDENT," Fr. cause of verification and proBaker continued, "that Fr. Gaff- cessing, veterans should
exney is the person who can best pect to receive their firstnot
check
lead the University academical- until October.
ly into the 70s."
A psychology professor, Fr.
Gaffney has been graduate
school dean since 1966. He
came to S.U. in 1956 as director

FR. ROBERT

Two Gronts Bolster
Undergrad Programs

LATE NOTIFICATION of enrollment will cause the first
check to be delayed until November. Should the first check
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Most peoplesay you have to start at the bottomno mat-

ter how high you wantto climb.
Is that really SO?
Maybe it's a Story they tell just to get people to Start
at the bottom.
The United States Air Force lets you start climbing
as soonas you get out of Officer Training School. If you
have a college degree you become highly responsible
fast, as an Air Force pilot.
You become a space-age leader on the Aerospace

Team.
Lots of people start at thebottom.
We're asking you to Start on executive row.
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Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
Please send me more information.
Name
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College
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Graduation Date

Phone
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thereis noobligation.
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special frosh section
'Smile

On

Your

MinorityStudents Get
University Preview

Brother...'

Orientation '70 Week's
Activities Fill Calendar

Tuesday's keynote address. Also
included in the program were
rap sessions, discussions o n
minority
stu- community resources and cam"Smile on Your Brother" is
ed for Seattle area
theme of New Student Oriinvolvement,
University
dethe
pus
place
last week as a
dents, took
'70, and as orientation
entation
"preview" of the school and partmental presentations, and activities continue this week it
has
to
offer.
what it
talks by minority ethnic learers. is indeed the time to smile,
Anthony Ogilvie, recently aphands, and get to know
Featured was the introduction
pointed assistant director of mi- of the University's $90,000 fund- shake
of the people you will
some
nority student affairs, coordinayour college experience
share
DisadSpecial
Services
for
ted the program, which ran ed
may come to feel, as
with.
You
from Tuesday through Friday. vantaged Students Program, to many upperclassmen will tell
Student chairmen were Wilma be implemented this fall.
you, that people are the best
Barnes and Eugene Suzaka.
New Student Orientation part of the whole college exS.U.s first annual Student

...

of
Pre-Orientation, "I Am
Substance", a program design-

Frank McHugh noted
WILLIAM HILLIARD, assist- chairman
ant vice president of minority that the Pre-Orientation was not
affairs at the UW, delivered meant as a separate minorities
orientation, but rather was
planned to complement the New
Student activities.

Spec Slots Open;
Staffers Sought

The Spectator is still looking
for volunteer staffers to fill open
positions in all departments of
the newspaper, according to
editor Don Nelson.
News, feature, and sports
writers are especially sought,
with opportunities available for
advancement to an editorial position. Advertising salesmen and
an assistant business manager
trainee are also needed.
Previous journalistic experience is not required. Spectator
staff members work on a voluntary basis in their spare time.
"We are looking for people
who are interested in the University and whoare dependable,
since a newspaper survives on
the dependability of its staff,"
said Nelson.

S.U. Welcomes 300
Transfer Students

perience.
Although the beanies, banquets, semi-formals, and Beanie
Ball of the past are gone, many
activities still fill the orientation
calendar. Library tours are being conducted until 4:30 p.m.
today and tours of the Connolly P.E. Center will be conducted from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Tonight, beginning at 7 p.m.,
student rap sessions in the

man Frank McHugh, "because
we feel that friendship is the
golden key to other accomplish-

ments."
OTHER committee chairman
include Kathy Weller, and Joe

Firny, Welcoming; Jim Ingalls
and Bernadette Sacquitne, Variety Show; Pierina Dilori and
Julie Larson, Faculty-Student
AFTER CLASSES Friday, the Dinner; Colleen Marilley and
ladies can take in the Big- Maria Fitz, Robert Farrell's
Little Sister Tea. Everyone is Night; Bey Avants and Bonney
invited to the ASSU dance that Kelly, Student Rap Sessions;
night in the Connolly Center.
Patty Foster and Tymm Flynn,
Sunday brings the cruise Cruise and Rock Festival; John
across Puget Sound to Kiana Wilkee and Franny Irwin, PubLodge on Blake Island and a licity and Promotion.
Also helpingout were Pat Mclive rock festival. Pacific Northwest salmon baked outdoors Guigan on tours, Joe Verschuren, representative from the
will be the main fare.
ori"Smile On Your Brother was University of Washington's
Karen
and
program,
entation
the
theme
of
Orientachosen as
tion 70", said orientation chair- Rotter.

In addition to the class of 1974,
S.U. welcomes 300 transfer students from other colleges and
universities.
Registration for transfer stuAmong other things, including
dents will be Wednesday, September 23.
lemon drops, Chieftain soap
trays, Eddie Arnold records,
St.) Christopher
TRANSFER STUDENTS can Mr. (no longer
panties, the
paper
medals,
New
Stuand
any
part
take
in
also
commodity
a
by
book
store
offers
dent Orientation activities
impurchasing a bid or pay the that takes on considerableregiportance each quarter at
price for individual events.
time: books.
All transfer students have stration

Bookish Pointers Shorten Process

been sent letters advising them
o f orientation activities and
KathyKing, transfer orientation
chairman, hopes they will participate so that "they will feel
part of the university and community here."

lines stretching nearly the width
of the store.
A few pointers to the already
advice-rich frosh may help to
shorten the process.
First, very carefully check
your fee card to determine what
classes, and especially what sections, you have registered for,
as textbooks may differ for the
course, depending on the
THE S.U. bookstore, located same
directly east of the Barman instructor.
Class textbooks are located in
Building, is the last stop on regithe
bookstacks near the east
stration day. And, in a typical
"back" of the bookstore.
registration week, it is bound wall or are
arranged on these
Books
one,
long
with
to be a lengthy
shelves according to subject
(i.e., English, History, etc.)
Each subject is divided into
course numbers (History 101,
333; English 100, 160, etc.), and
each course may be divided into sections (A, B, C, etc.).

Alpha Phi Omega

IT IS IMPORTANT to double
check that you have the correct
books for the right course and
section, as books may be returned and money refunded only
with a class withdrawal slip.
When in doubt, check with
the instructor to make sure
which texts are required.
There are other textbook
sources on or near campus that
offer the economy-minded student some real bargains.
The Alpha Phi Omega bookstore, located in the basement
of the Bellarmine Apartments,

(National Men's Service Fraternity)

Welcomes Back
Returning Students and Faculty
and
THE CLASS OF 1974

Ufj|

Connolly Center will provide
helpful hints on registration and
college life.
Wednesday is the big dayregistration for new students.
After the struggle, relax at
Thursday's soul food dinner,
featuring a live band, in Bellarmine at 5:30 p.m.

START BUILDING

YOUR ESTATE!

**""" J/km\

-

Are we rusnin9 things a bit' Well
not actua "y -because we know every
young man likes to be "worth" somemWm.r^ AmWmW
thing early in his career. It's true,
too, that the cost of a university
education creates obligations for
<> y
people. The big odvanAlOSIt"innerr Bidg. MA 3-3992 m n young |
t<Jge of Q Life nsurance policy is the
immediate estote it creates to cover
these obligations in case anything
should happen to you.This same Life

l^*^ Am\

MIKE SHERLOCK

"^

Insurance provides a built-in

otic savings

arrangement

ANOTHER INEXPENSIVE

way to pick up books is to borrow them from upper classmen.
Or, if you care to take a bus
across town, the University
Bookstore offers a huge stock,
sometimes at lower rates than

S.U.'s.

As for class supplies, most
classes require only a pen and a
notebook. The S. U. bookstore
carries many types of notebooks, some divided into sections so that one might be used
for several classes.

Tea Features
Fall Fashions
The Associated Women Students' Big-Little Sister tea and
fashion show will be this Friday at 3:30 p.m. in the Bellarmine lobby. The event honors
the freshmen women new to the

campus.
Fall fashions from the Village
Lady Shop will be modeled by
S.U.s fashion board, under the
direction of Bonny Starkovich,
fashion coordinator.

BUTTERFLY
''

o2?

ky Pucc n

which guor-

antees you a specified sum (or future
needs and gives you a fund for emergencies which might occur in the

—

offers used book values, with
much of the stock made up of
freshman or core texts. Many
are in top flight shape at reduced rates.

-

when premium inmeantime. Now
stolments are low
is the time to
lay the foundation for your Life Insurance estate. Later on it can be easily
adjusted to keep pace with personal
advancement and growing family respons ibilities.

system-

-MANUFACTURERS LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY-

"*E
£^

m+mm

IN ENGLISH
OCTOBER 2
8:00 P.M. OPERA HOUSE

rXCKETS^pM, $4.20
Seattle Opera
158 Thomas St.

Tuesday, September 22, 1970

MA 2-7406
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Prepare for Rigors of Registration
The quarterly ritual of registration can be especially bad
for novices, namely incoming
freshmen and transfer students.
Although generally well organ-

personal file. Check for errors
carefully and correct any found.
The insurance card is for a
student health insurance plan.
Fill out the options you desire,
ized and efficiently run, the reg- or check the refusal box if you
istration procedure is compli- do not wish coverage.
cated. And if you're not careful,
The Selective Service report
you can reallyblow it.
enables male students to have
A step-by-step explanation of their student status reported by
just what is going to happen the University to their local
in the Pigott Building come draft board.
Wallet Wednesday, when you
The statistical survey card is
can kiss most of your bean for federal assistance statistics.
picking earnings goodbye, is offered here in hopes of clarifying
AFTER THESE cards have
things for those wary newcom- been completed, proceed to the
ers to the S.U. campus.
auditorium. There you will fill
out your I.D. card form, then
REGISTRATION begins at the step up to the stage where your
ground-level, east door of the photographic identification card
Pigott Building. You should re- will be made on the spot by one
port only at the time indicated of three Polaroid processors.
on the pink registration card Although this is not exactly a
mailed to you the first week of portrait sitting session, should
September. Early arrivals will your first mug shot turn out
be politely turned away.
a real laugher, another will be
Should your pink card be lost taken immediately.
or forgotten, the nice lady at
The plastic encased card will
the desk near the entrance can become your meal ticket, litell what time you register by brary card, and student activiconsulting an alphabetizedcheck ties card all in one when its
list.
validated later in the registraOnce checked in the entrance tion process, so guard it dearly.
desk, you will be given a packet
From the auditorium you move
containing your personal infor- up the stairs to the fourth or
mation card, hospitalization in- fifth floor to meet with an adsurance card, a statistical sur- viser. Simply follow the door
vey card, a Selective Service signs to your major subject or,
report form (for males), a fee if you don't have a major deand schedule card, and a stu- cided on, report to Pre-Major.
dent identification card sheet.
Your adviser will help you
arrange your class schedule and
THE FIRST four cards are to choose those courses which fit
be filled out and left at the your needs. You should check
appropriately marked desk be- your maroon class schedule
fore entering the auditorium. booklet to get somme idea of
The personal information card what classes you would like to
contains your name, address, take, although you shouldn't
and other information which plan on getting every course
will become the basis of your you would like to. Some classes

vator to the lower level, where
you will encounter a huge serWHEN YOU and your adviser pentine line of students just
have agreed on class schedule waiting to part with their hard
choices, he will record them on earned cash in the library's
an adviser's worksheet, which readingroom.
Parking space for student lots
he will give to you. He will also
sign your fee and schedule card, can be bought at the door to
which should be blank except the reading room. Once inside,
for his signature. Don't fill in tuition, fees and room and board
your class schedule on the fee are paid at the marked areas,
and validation stickers affixed
card yet.
Next stop is downstairs to
room 353, where you will pick
up your class cards at the appropriately marked tables. You
will probably be asked to present your signed adviser's worksheet to prove your intent to enroll in a particular class.
You will then be directed to
a vacant room down the hall a
few feet to fill out your class
cards. Print your name on each
class card. Do not— repeat, do
not check the boxes on the
class card unless you are absolutely sure they apply. If you
are not auditing, do not check
the auditing box.If you are not
repeating the course, do not
check that box either, otherwise you can receive no higher
than a "C for the course. If you
are opting to take a class on the
pass/no-pass system, make
sure you have cleared it with
your adviser.
Once the class cards are
filled out, very carefully transfer the required information to
your fee card. Then proceed
to room 304, where registrar's
checkers wil take your class
cards and double check your
entries on the fee card.
After turning in your class
cards, exit through the west end
of the third floor and proceed
south down the mall to the library. Take the stairs or ele-

fill up very quickly.

the student I.D. cards.
Those on scholarship can pick
up their financial aid in this
room also. Loans can be arto

ranged at the loan table.

TUITION AND FEES must be
paid the day of registration. A
late fee of $10 for the first late
day and an additional $10 for
the second late day will be assessed for overdue payments.

The Needle

Clubs Serve Diverse Interests
by Marsha Green
News Editor
S.U.s many clubs offer
students the opportunity to
participate whether their interests be service, scholastic
or social.
The major service organizations are Alpha Phi Omega, Intercollegiate Knights,
Gamma Sigma Phi and Spurs.
These clubs serve at New
Student Orientation activities, campus events, and do
community work.

A Phi O's and I.X.'s are
open to all male students and
pledge both fall and spring
quarters. Members of A Phi
O wear dark green blazers
and I.X.'s sport blazers of
navy blue.
Gammas are open to sophomore, junior and senior women
with a minimum 2.25 gpa. They
will be pledging this quarter.
Spurs is open only to sophomore
women with a 2.5 gpa and
pledgespring quarter. Thursday
is club day on campus and Gam-

mas' uniform is a red dress and
white blazer and Spurs' costume
is a navy blue dress topped by
a white blazer.
New this year are I.K. Little
Sisters. Girls with a 2.0 gpa and
10 completed credits are eligible.

THE TWO Jesuit honoraries
lead the scholastic organizations. Alpha Sigma Nu selects
members from upperclassmen
with a 3.5 gpa. Its feminine
counterpart is Gamma Pi Epsilon. Another honorary is Silver
Scroll which is open to junior
6

fuesday, September

and senior women who have
maintained a 3.0 gpa. Both
Gamma Pi Epsilon and Silver
Scroll plan to take a more ac-

ASPIRING SINGERS can join
the S.U. Chorus and musicians
can entertain in the Pep Band
at S.U. basketball games. Mv
Sigma is the fine arts club.
Students with a dramatic bent
can take part in Teatro Inigo
productions which include a major play and lesser presentations each quarter.
Future journalists who desire
to see their names in print may
join The Spectator, the twice
weekly student newspaper or
chronicle the year's events in
the Aegis, campus yearbook.
Fragments is the literary publication produced by the Creative Writers' Club with the
English department.

tive part in school activities.
Other scholastic honoraries
are Alpha Epsilon Delta, premedical and predental; Beta
GammaSigma, business; Kappa
Delta Pi, education; Phi Beta,
fine arts; PiMv Epsilon, music;
Sigma Theta Tau, nursing; and
Tau Beta Pi; engineering.
Students seeking spiritual involvement can participate in
CCD groups or act as tutors at
the St. Peter Claver Center for
Central Area school children.
The Students' Afro-American
Movement for Equality, the former Black Student Union, has
CLUBS WHICH are socially
brought attention to the needs
of minority students on campus oriented include Town Girls, a
through its attempts to secure reorganized International Club
open to American as well as
additional black instructors.
foreign students, Hawaiian Club
CLUBS WHICH are profes- which sponsores a luau each
sionally orientedinclude Phi Chi year, Yacht Club, the hiking HiTheta for women business stu- Yu Coolees, ski, crew,
radio and
dents and for men majoring in
clubs.
rifle
business, Alpha Kappa Psi. The
Enthusiasm is the key incoeds wear a gold dress uniform gredient to Spirits, S.U.s pep
and AKPsi members sport blue club who attend every home
blazers.
game and spur the Chieftains
Other professional interest on.
clubs are Sigma Kappa Phi for
Clubs which are related to the
nurses; Colhecon, home ecoROTC include Chieftain Rifles, a
nomics; separate clubs for civil,
freshman and sophomore servelectrical and mechanical engi- ice organization; Raider Comneers; MBA club for graduate pany, ranger
and guerrilla unit;
business students, chemistry,
Guard,
Chieftain
drill team; and
mathematics, marketing, manScabbard and blade, national
agement, Spanish and German honorary. Women can march in
club; and Phi Tau Alpha for Burgundy Bleus, precision
drill
future teachers.
team.
In an election year, interested
EACH DORMITORY, besides
politicians can join the Young
Democrats, Young Republicans having its own hall council, has
or New Conservatives. The In- representatives on the Interhall
ternational Relations Club par- Council.
ticipates in model UN conferAll women students can parences and will host the MUN ticipatein activities providedby
convention in 1972.
the Associate Women Students.
22, 1970/The Spectator

SPACED OUT: Seattle's rotating symbol of the 1962 World's
Fair has become a trademark of the city. The Space Needle
features a rotating restaurant with observation deck and
snack bar above. Elevator ride to the top is $1 (the alternate route which involves hiking up the seven hundred footlong fire escape is forbidden). The Needle pokes its dome
above Seattle's layer of pollution and on clear, calm evenings you can see the flame topping it.

city by the sea

PIKE PLACE MARKET: PRESERVATION OR DEMOLITION

WASHINGTON STATE FERRY: FLOATING HIGHWAY TO ISLAND COMMUNITIES

SEAGULL: SYMBOLIC COMPANION OF WATERWAYS

SEATTLE. SEATTLE. SE-

ATTLE. DUWAMISH. BOEING. SEATTLE. PHOTOS BY
808 KEGEL, CAROL JOHNSON. FLOATING BRIDGES.
SEATTLE. SUBURBIA. CENTRAL AREA. SEATTLE. MT.
RAINIER. SEATTLE. ALKI

BEACH. SEATTLE. SALMON.
SEATTLE. QUEEN ANNE

PIONEER SQUARE. SEATTLE. TOTEM POLES. SEWARD PARK. GOLDEN GARDENS. SEATTLE. PEACE.
SEATTLE. BASKETBALL.
LOVE. SEATTLE. ONE MORE
TIME. SEATTLE. SEATTLE.

VOLUNTEER PARK: "BLACK SUN" PROVIDES FOCAL POINT FOR SEATTLE'S BAYSIDE SKYLINE

WLAKASHEINGTO
ON

RACE

SEAFIR

DURING

CHARGE

Tuesday, September 22,
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Donated
Toyota
Damaged
Seattle University received
one of the 35 Toyota automobiles donated to Washington
state vocational schools and colleges this summer.
Fr. William Armstrong, S.J.,
of the language department, accepted the keys to the car on
July 29 at the Sea-Tac Motor
Inn.
Washington state Toyota dealers sponsored the donation, a
community service program
aimed at vocational training.

WHAT THE TOYOTA Company press release did not mention, however, was that the economy size car is badly damaged,
probably a victim of careless
handling during shipping. Windows are broken and a door and
fender are missing.
Thecar is now stored in S.U.s
maintenance shop, its shipping
tags still attached to the window.

S.U.s NEW TOYOTA ARRIVED MINUS SOME NON-LUXURY ACCESSORIES

Next Spec
Sept. 29

Sounding Board:

S.U. Must Have 'Willing Lieutenants'

ALL PHILOSOPHIC systems
by Fr. GerardG. Steckler, S.J.
that
attempt to solve fundamental
truism
no
one
It is a
that
can
govern without the force of public problems without including within
opinion behind him. That the the data basic information from
governor is an absolute monarch Christ as guaranteed and explicator the executive of a democracy
is of no moment. In our modern ed by the Church, the visible extimes democracy is the present tension and guarantee of Christ,
form of government. Fr. Baker is have begged an adequate answer
our executive and he intends to to the human situation. Humans
govern with a firm hand. The cannot,
unless they irresponsibly
firm hand must have willing lieutenants. I would hope that the accept irrational romanticism,
faculty will implement his repeat- posit any final answer adequate
ed pronouncements that S.U. will to the human problem. I am
become, if it has not been in the thinking of definite truths to which
past, a Catholic university. This human rationalists cannot or will
necessitates the conviction, or not admit, such as: man is imsympathy, on the part of faculty mortal, Christ is God, Christ is
members that requisite to any the cornerstone of every answer.
true synthesis of education two Faculty, whether clerical or lay,
sources of knowledge are essen- unwilling to accept certain revealtial: human rationalism and sup- ed breakthroughs provided by
ernatural intellectual input.
Christ andHis Church should seek
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Chairman, Dept. of History
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One to three of the above
Any four of the above
Any five of the above
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Iam off to write the history of
the demise of classical-Christian
man.

720 E. Pike
Phone 32-32-321 for FREE Delivery to
Seattle University or on First Hill and Capitol Hill
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empty positivist approach
Iwould hope to see the clerical
faculty emphasize the scholarly
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inclusion of the human studies
such as psychology and sociology.
It is no historical accident that
these social sciences were born
in the last third of the 19th century, evidencing a need for the
conscious or unconscious conviction that since God had died man
had to find some sustitute spiritual dimension to feed into the

human rationist dimension of the
problem of wisdom rather than to
simplify it by their insistence on
supernatural faith. The act of
faith is eminently intellectual,
complementing the human rationalist endeavors to find the answer.
Faith is ultimately grounded on
the historic Jesus attested by history and the Church. To contend
that faith is blind and irrational
is no better answer than that proposed by Max Weber or Henri
Bergson, or, you name him, your
favorite pastor or ecclesiastical

'
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cut

employment elsewhere.
Following from the above, an
integrated core curriculum embracing Western civilization in
philosophy, theology, history, fine
arts and literature, is a prime
desideratum to replace the admittedly cretinous core curriculum which will be in effect for
1970-71. Room should be left for
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Editorial

Summer Blues:

'You'd Rather Be Unemployed?'
Buzz vacuum cleaners."
Feature Editor
"WHAT DO YOU MEAN,
Remarks any self respecting your boss makes you sick?
ollege student who lived at After all he hired you, didn't
home and worked this summer he?"
probably got tired of hearing:
"The trouble with you college
"Oliver! Aren't you up yet? kids is, you're just plain lazy.
"he alarm went off all of three Now, when Iwas a kid ..."
minutes ago!"
"Samantha, you hurry right
"What do you mean, you don't home after you finish Mrs. Fusslave anything to wear to work? budget's housecleaning so you
You have two complete different can get started on some some
utfits."
of the cleaning around here."
"Stop complaining. Plenty of
"I don't see why you couldn't
ther boys would give anything walk to work and save the gas
o have your job selling Fuzzy money. It's only 10 miles."

by Marilyn Swartz

Deferment Application Needed
Despite Viet Troop Withdrawals
Despite the news of troop
withdrawals from Vietnam and
the reduction gf men in the
armed forces, the male student
should not forget the long arm
of Uncle Sam.
It is the responsibility of the
student to get his deferment
from his local draft board even
though the Military Selective
Service Act of 1967 provides for
the deferment from training and
serving in the armed forces of
undergraduate students pursuing full-time course of instruction.
THE STUDENT who wishes a
1

'Dear Love Due
In Rep Preview

A BROWN Selective Service

issued

in the student's card packet during registration. On it the student indicates to the registrar
whether or not he wishes his
A special student preview of status reported to the Selective
the Seattle Repertory Theatre Service Board.
production of "Dear Love",
The registrar's office verifies
starring Myrna Loy and the the enrollment of a student
play's author, Jerome Kilty, will once a year in October.
be staged Wednesday, SeptemThe student's academic year
ber 30, in the Seattle Center is the 12-month period following
Playhouse.
the beginning of his course of
Tickets for the performance study. This allows the student
will be $2, with the curtain go- time to make up lost credits
ing up at 8 p.m. All seats are during summer quarter.
eserved. Reservations can be
CLASS STANDING is based
made at the Repertory box off- on credits completed, not atce, MA 4-6755.
tempted. Selective Service class
The two hour production is standings are reported on a dif>ased on the letters of Elizabeth ferent basis from that used for
arrett and Robert Browning, academicpurposes.
""ollowinga tour, which includes
A student must have completfive performance stay in ed 36 credits at the beginning
cattle, the play will move to of his sophomore year, 86 as
New York for a Broadway open- a junior and 135 to be considing.
ered a senior.

Welcome Back to
Seattle U. and the
Cellar-bration

financial plight drive home the realization that the Northwest's largest private institution is in serious trouble.
Rocked by huge losses and burdened with the expenses
of expansion that far outran growth, S.U. is spiraling to"I DON'T CARE if the other wards financial ruin, perhaps even eventual demise.
clerks do wear bellbottoms,
At least, now we know.
Mike. You are going to look decent."
IN THE PAST, administrators often denied or covered
"No, you can't go to the rock up the facts of the University's money problems. Just few
a
festival this week-end. You years ago,
rumors of S.U.s shortage of funds were just that.
might get arrested and then
lose your job."
But now we know that the University lost three-quarters
"Do you mean to tell me that of a million dollars last year, and will lose perhaps a million
after three years of college all this year, despite a million dollar budget cut.
you can get is a job picking cuWe know because the Very Rev. Kenneth Baker, S.J.,
cumbers?
University
president, has, like none of his predecessosr,
"What do you mean, you hate
your dishwashing job? After you reaKy laid the cards on the table. And it looks like S.U. is
get married, you'll be washing holding a poor hand.

dishes the rest of your life."
"I know your boss said you
could keep your beard. But I
think you ought to shave it off
anyway, just to show him your
heart's in the right place."
"I don't care if the other secretaries do wear ponchos, Mia.
You are going to look decent."

FR. BAKER, an aggressive, outspoken administrator,
has been accused of insensitivity to student needs and priorities. Whether these charges are justified or not, the president is to be commended for his efforts to let the students of
S.U. know just where the institution stands, and that its
future is dubious. They have a right to know.
That Fr. Baker has initiated steps he feels may help save
the University is equally commendable, although the measures have not always been popular.
The events of the pivotal year of 1970-71 will go a long
way towards determining whether S.U. will survive through
the '70s. If the exodus of funds and students is not checked,
the institution will shrivel and die.

FINANCES ARE by no means the only serious problem
facing S.U. The needs of our minority groups are real and
"You know, if you're really must be met. And the voices of concerned students will
lucky, you might just be able continue to be heard. But without cash, and lots of it, we
to get this same job back again will all go down together.
next summer!"
At least, we know just where we stand.
fired?"

Loans, Jobs and Scholarships

Aid Financially Needy Students

by Marsha Green
News Editor
Financing a college education
is one of many problems facing
a university-bound student. It
is not surprising, therefore, that
50 per cent of S.U. students, including the same percentage of
the freshman class, receive
some form of monetary assistance from the Financial Aid

office.

The "aid package" at S.U.
consists of scholarships, grants,
loans, or work-study.
Scholarships for full or partial tuition are awarded each
year for a period of one year
or longer. If financial needs are
not met with a scholarship, ad-

ditional funds may be supplemented.
THROUGH the passage of the
Education Opportunity Act of

1965, non-repayable grants from
$200 to $800 are available to students. These grants are renewable, but government funds
must be matched by some other
type of financial aid, either
scholarshipor loan.
Students who apply for loans
must be full-time students with
a grade point average of 2.3.
Under the National Defense Student Loan program, $1,000 to
$5,000 can be borrowed each
academicyear.
Repaymentbegins ninemonths
after completion of all schooling and payments can be ex-

Collegiate Barber Shop

* Dancing

* Fireside Chats

* Food & Fun

Coming October 3rd
A Special Open House

for S.U. Students
Let us be your host
Cellar

between Madison & Union on 14th

know

This year, as never before, the grim details of S.U.s

"What do you mean, you'd
like to trade places with Joe
next door? That guy hasn't done
anything all summer."

11-S (university student) deferment must make a written request to his local draft board.
The Selective Service has provided SSIO4 (Request for Undergraduate Student Deferment)
forms for this purpose. Copies
of this form are available at
"HEY, SIS, some guy with a
the registrar's office in Pigott
251.
sexy voice called to invite you
A deferment will continue un- to a beach party but Itold him
til the registrant completes the you
had to work."
requirements for his baccalaur"What
do you mean, you're
calendar
degree
(four
eate
years), quits college or reaches tired?"
24 years of age.
"What do you mean you're
Report Request card is

now we
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NORTHWEST MEDICAL CENTER
1001 BROADWAY
Suite 202

M

tended over a ten-year period.
Special concessions are given to
students who enter the teaching
profession, aid handicappedchildren, serve in the armed forces,
Peace Corps or VISTA.
OTHER FORMS of loans are
the Guaranteed Loan Program,
Nursing Student Loan Program,
Student Loan Plan and miscellaneous loan funds.
The work-study program employs students on campus for
periods not exceeding 15 hours
a week. The program, part of
the Economic Opportunity Act,
is supported by government
funds with S.U. also paying a
portion of the salary. A job
placement service is also provided for students and alumni.
A family tuition discount plan
becomes effective if two or more
members of a family attend
S.U. full time and reside at the
same address. For two members of a family the discount is
12 per cent; with three it is 25
per cent.
The Financial Aid Office states
as its purposes: "To assist the
financially needy student." The
office is open Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. until 4:30
p.m. in Room 110 of the Bookstore Building for any student
requiring help or information.

WELCOME BACK!

UNIVERSITY

Let Us Help Serve Your Needs
While at S.U.

CAR RENTALS

Large Hallmark Card Selection
Plus Magazines, Cosmetics and
Prescription Needs

THORSTENSON'S PHARMACY
1000 Madison

MA 3-2707
Tuesday, September 22,

4745 Roosevelt Way N.E.

ME 2-9442
CARS FROM

WEEKEND SPECIAL
Friday Morning 'til
Monday noon
Pay for two days
Free Pickup and Delivery
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ROTC
WELCOMES THE CLASS OF
1974
ROTC OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES FOR FRESHMEN

" EARN A COLLEGE DEGREE IN A

...

FIELD OF YOUR CHOICE, INCLUDING
MILITARY SCIENCE

" QUALIFY FOR A COMMISSION AT
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JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS
fulfill your

military obligation

GAIN VALUABLE LEADERSHIP AND
TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE

LEADERSHIP...
DRILL
DRILL TEAM
CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION
LEARNING AND APPLYING
TEACHING METHODS
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full scholarship
prooroms.
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FIELD TRAINING
COUNTERINSURGENCY
HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT
MOUNTAINEERING
WATER OPERATIONS
RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP
FLIGHT TRAINING

Inquire about the
2-year, 3-year
and 4-year
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Stop In At The
Military Science Bldg.
For Details On

Graduate School
And Training
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SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
m.utaryball

CHIEFTAIN RIFLES
scabbard and blade
ASSOCIATION OF THE U.S. ARMY
DINNER-DANCES

.

Football Kicks Off Season
For Intramural Program

CHIEFTAIN

Sports

" soccer vets strong
" big chief missing

Spr-.lotor Spsrtt Drill

..! -.I-.

Although the University of Washington has tho only
game in town, dismal as it may be, as far as football is concerned. S.U. students need not feel neglected.
Soccer is the name of the game this fall, and tf you
enjoy watching speed, precision, and the blending of individual talent with team play, you can't help but enjoy it.

COACH HUGH McARDLE has the services of 12 returning lettermen to call on, including key players Gunther
Gcdricks, Joe Zavaglia and Bob Wilds, plus two excellent
freshmen, A. J. Callan and Jeff Jones.
The team will scrimmage and demonstrate practice
drills this Wednesday evening at 7 p.m. on the AstroTurf in
the Connolly P.E: Center. All students are invited to watch
the team prepare for the season-opener October 10 at the
Univi-rsitv of Puget Sound.
The ingredients for a successful season are all there:
talent, confidence, and determination. A little support from
the students wouldn't hurt.
While soccer is a relatively new sport at S.U., basketcertainly
needs no introduction. The Chiefs compile a
ball
winning season every year, go to a post-season tournament
every other year, and send out a new batch of professional
pßMpeet* every so often. Right?
THIS YEAR MIGHT BE DIFFERENT. The top six playfrom
last year's team are gone and the team faces an
ers
extremely demanding schedule.

READY TO PLAY: INTRAMURAL TEAMS PRACTICE FOR THE 1970 SEASON.
byBillHolland
Asst. Sports Editor
Once again it is time for
sports-minded collegians to turn
to intramurals for relaxation
and exercise. Wash your sweats
and buy some tennies. the 197071 intramural program prom
ises to be interesting.
Directing intramural activities this year will be Bernie
Simpson, assistant basketball
coach. Simpson did not wish
to comment on intramurals at
the time this story was written.

NEW SPEC NUMBERS

Special Rate Offered

Under the recently instaJl-

Students who wish their parof The
Spectator can obtain a subscription at a reduced rate of $3.50.
The special rate is offered to
close relatives of students and
ANNUALLY many freshmen
alumni. Parents of new students fail to participate in intramural
are unaware
have been informed of the re- sportsbecause they
team. Basically
join
of
to
a
how
by
duction
letter.
there are three ways of enterSubscriptions can be obtained ing intn t r a m v raIcompetition.
from Jan Sorensen, Spectator First, freshmen may form their
teams. Player contracts
business manager, at extension own
and team entry forms will be
6853. Papers are mailed on the available in Simpson's office in
day of publication.
the ConnollyCenter.

ed ccntrex telephone system,
The Spectator has new fourdigit extension numbers.

Spectator departments can
be reached at the following

.

numbers:
N»w« Editor
Mtinoflinij

tdltor

-

6850
ABSO
6853
6851
6852
6853
ABS^
&ns<t
SV7S

feature t-H>tor
Eil<l»« <ft-Chi»t
Sporn Edilor
Bunnn«» Monogr'
Advertiilng Monagei

Plioto Department
Adv<l«(

■

UftMLj'
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ents to receive copies
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strongest.

S.V. offers an intramural
for practically every
one. Football dominates
the fall season. Winter quarter
offers basketball, volleyball,and
badminton. Spring rounds out
sport

intramural activities with softball, tennis, and golf
Track and swimming competition are also tentatively scheduled, thus providing an extremely wide range of sports
activities. Intramural sports for

■

Books and

Magazine Subscriptions Featuring
Special Student Rates on
Many Publications
(~"ft \fJ

Second, many upper clansmen
have Information concerning
teams they know of or play on.
Simply obtain the team manager's name and ask if any positions are open. Finally,
Simpson will be aware of any
team openings and should have
a list of team managers.
It isn't necessary for each
team to participate in all sports.
Most teams sign up only for
those sports in which they are
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women will also be offered.
Indoor sports will be played
in the newly constructed Connolly P,E. Center Outdoor
sports will be scheduled for
either Broadway Playfield or
"

Washington Park
Each team accumulates
points during the year in quest
of the overall championship.
Teams are usually divided into
iwo leagues, the winners of each
league playing off for the
championship in each sport.
Highest cumulative points at the
end of the year determines in-

tramural royalty.
The defending champions an.
the N;uls. Defense of their
championship promises to be

1

formidable.

A MANAGERS' meeting will
be held within the next few
weeks. Until then, awaken your
muscles and let the practices
begin, football season is rapidly
approaching.
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Men's, Women's Gym Uniforms

\Ay— UNIVERSITY — BOOKSTORE
/

On Campus

Kitty-Corner From fhe Plgoff Building

One-Half Block North of Beflormlne Half
Tuesday, September 22, 1970 /The Spectator/
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briefs

news
scholarship aid

rock professor

Seattle University academic
scholarships totaling $45,470
have been awarded lo 45 incoming freshmen students from 10
western states.
RcjCPnts scholarships went to
19 students who finished in the
tcip three per cent of their high
school graduating classes.
Tiw other 2G received S.U.
academic scholarships, awarded
on the basis of high grade point
averages, top scores in the ColIeg c Entrance Examination
Board Scholastic Aptitude Test.
and student leadership qualities.
All of the recipients had a cumulative gpa of 3.5 or better in

S.lf. marketing professor Dr.
Woodrow R. Clevingcr, who
says he is an "authority on
rock shows but certainly not on
rock festivals," this summer
published his third book.
The .10 p;»gf- booklet, entitled

high

school.

"Chehalis-Newaukum Carnelian
Agate, Collector's Guide." was
printed in thu S.U. duplicating
center

Tba

volume describes

geological and economic aspects

of a large agate field in Thurston. Lewis, and Cowlitz counin-s
in Southwestern Washington.
The book is available In the
S-U. bookstore for a dollar.
Dr. Clevinger'3 two previous

works are "Rock Collector's

Guide, Morton, WashmKtfm,

enrollment up
Jobless students returning to
school for the summer and graduate students lured by special
summer programs helped to increase S.U.s summer session
enrollment by 209 over the I9fi9
total.
The 19 7 0 summer quarter
drew 1,684 students as compared
to 1.475 for the previous year,
according to official figures released by tht* registrar s office.
The total included 592 undergraduates, 293 sth " year students, GO5 graduate students. 183
transients, and 13 auditors

Area" (1968), .and "Gem Stone
Guide to Mineral, Morton, and
Mossyrock, Washington" (1969).

youth for life
Two S. U. graduates, Bob
Chesterfield and Larry Dickson,
are recruitinglay stuck-nts from
the University to join Youth
United for Human Life, the student segment of Voice for the

Unborn.
Voice for the Unborn is a
f» statewide citizens organization
opposing tin- abortion legislation
as proposed in Referendum 20,
to be included in the November

Dr. Cashman on Telecourse

Dr. Ben Cashmao, political
science department chairman
and associate professor of political science, will appear this
fall on a 30 segment telecourse
entitled "Elections '70."
Dr. Cashman will analyze the
off-year elections of 1970 and
will concentrate initially on the
mechanics of the election and

3 stale ballot.
Chesterfield can be reached
nt MA 4-M4O, Dickson at KM

2-.T987.

S.U.s athletic commitments

to the Mormon-operated Brig-

to the priesthood, a positJon all
thy church are fret- to

males in

ham Young University will be attain. It i» their religious confully honored, according to Uni- viction that this dot-trine may
versity president, the Very Rev- be changed only through prophecy.
en-nd Kenneth Baker, S.J.
S.U. is the recipient of a $6.
In the same letter. Fr. Baker
In a summer fetter to parents,
880 bequest from tho estate of alumni, and friends of the Uni- expressed his pk-as\irt- at S.U.s
the late Mrs. ros»>i>hfne L. v c r s i t y , Ft. Baker said al- entrance into the West Coast
Doyle.
though "there has been some Athletic Conference. Fr. Baker
The Reverend John A. Fitter- agitation over our scheduleed cAlted the conference "a hifihly
tv. chancellor, said the bequest games with BYU, ! just want competitive league which in
will b? used as an unrestricted to assure you that S.U. will cludex some excellent schools."
grant for general educational honor her commitments to BYU
and will continue- to deal with
purposes.
just us site does with other
her
Mrs. Doylr. who died last
March, was the widow of Mich- accredited universities."
ael .7. Doyle. The couple, former
THE "AGITATION" Fr
The 1968-70 version of The
Greenwood district residents, Baker spoke of came in the Spectator
again captured t h t
operated
had
a coffee shop In form of a controversial student Catholic School Press Associathe Pike Place Market.
senate resolution adopted last tion's highest award. PublicaApril 14. The resolution, charg- tion of Distinction, with an evaling that BYU "has espoused uation score of 925 out of a posand does now practice a policy sible 1,000.
discrimination," called
The Spectator had previously
The mother of two S.U. coeds of racial
termination
of
all
confor
the
won
che honor In 1959, 1960.
mysterious
died last week in a
institution,
that
if
1965,
tracts
with
and 196fi.
196-4.
shooting incident in Fall Creek,
not mutually, then unilaterally.
Oregon.
Later, ASSU officers issued a
THE STUDENT newspaper
Mrs. Maureen Mulvey (mother joint
calling for the was graded as "excellent" in all
statement
Mulvey
junior
of
Alice
and
termination of relations follow- eight general categories and reLaura Mulvey, ;i sophomore) ing the completion of existing ceived a special rank of excel
and James Morse, Mrs. Mul- contracts, which call for games lence in thr 33 other areas.
vey's son, wvre shot through
The association's critical sur1974. The statement
itic- head with a single bullet as in 1970 and
urged a boycott of the vey of some 150 Catholic college
further
they sat at a picnic table. Both
remaining BYU gttmes. and re- newspapers is conducted annudied instantly.
commended that S. U. basket- ally by Marquette University's
Mr. Charles Mulvey, the vic- ball players be allowed to refuse college of journalism.
Patty Hollinger, 1970 journaltim's husband, is well known in to playin the games if they felt
ism graduate and now a reportthe Pacific Northwest for his it against their conscience.
water color works. The Mulvcys
er for the suburban Highline
CHURCH,
Times, edited The Spectator
reside in Seaviow. Washington.
as
MORMON
THE
Oregon state police were in a doctrinal practice, does not last year. Fr. Francis Greene,
allow black men to be elevated S.J., Is the staff adviser.
vestigating the incident.

doyle bequest

.

Press Award
Goes To Spec

shooting death

Announcing our very
douin to earth Z0% off
back-to-school sale.

major local, state, and national
issues.
Special emphasis will be directed to possible state elecpros and cons
toral reforms
or the proposed tax reform ref-

erendum.
The noncredit telecourse can
be seen on KOMO-TV (channel 4) at 7 p.m. on Mondays,
W»NJnesday, a nd Fridays beginning September 28 and continuing through December 4. KCTSTV (channel 9) will offer the
series at € p.m. on the same
days beginning October 5.

Fr. Baker Says S.U.
To Play BYU Games

DR. BEN CASHMAN

HUGE &WILD DISCOUNTS .'
STEREO RECORDS & TAPES

SPEEDY SERVICE -SEND FOt YOUR FREE LIST
P.O. SOX 64
THE STUDENT STORE
90277
BEACH,
CALIFORNIA
REDONDO

ADDRESS

—
—

—

NAME

_

ZIP

SHERIFF & THOMPSON

I

"We Repair All Makes"
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motor work
BRAKES
BODY and
FENDER REPAIR

EA 4-6050 1130 Broadway
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And an earthly
Mind Child poster.
Michael's Art, Craft, Drafting Supplies is offering a free Mind Child
poster to every student who registers for discounts at our store.
So come on over. Pick up your Student Discount registration
card andyour free Mind Child poster. And while you're here,
browse around our store before taking advantage of our 20% off
back-to-school sale. And if you have a mind to, ask for details on
our very ecological poster contest. You could win up to $100 worth
of the supplies you'll need this semester. [ So taking into
account our 20% off saleand all, it has to make a visit to our
store well worth the trip.

MICHAEL'S
ART,CRAFT, DRAFTING SUPPLIES
4209-11University Way N.E., Seattle, Washington 98105, (206) 632-1166

We have a way of fulfilling your needs.

